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We, in SIPTU, very much welcome the opportunity to speak at the public hearing. This 

afternoon, our delegation is made up of worker representatives; Linda Hoolma and John 

Cotter along with officials Trevor Quinn and Jemma Mackey. 

I want to start by saying that union representatives and members strongly support the ICTU’s 

submission to the Low Pay Commission last month and the call for an increase to in the 

national minimum wage (NMW) from €9.80 to €10.20 in 2020. I’m conscious that for some 

members of the Low Pay Commission that a neat figure of €10 with an annual increase of 

€0.20 might seem like a reasonable recommendation for 2020. We strongly reject that and 

for a number of key reasons. In addition, it is worth reminding the Commission of the current 

Government’s own targets. In 2016, when economic conditions were not as prosperous as 

they are now, the Government’s “Programme for a Partnership Government” supported an 

increase to €10.50 by 2021. 

Indeed, for our union SIPTU, we believe this has be the very minimum of an increase. We 

know from extensive research undertaken by the Vincentian partnership, that the hourly 

minimum wage based on full time hours required to deliver a minimum essential standard of 

living was €11.90 in 2018. This figure was based on a worker with no dependents and 

regional variations in the cost of living were averaged in the computations.  

Ultimately, if the NMW is to realise the ambition of a wage floor that can deliver a minimum 

essential standard of living, a timetable needs to be set out to reach the living wage. 

As a first step, we believe there are three key reasons why the NMW must rise, at a minimum, 

to €10.20 per hour. 

 

The first key reason relates to the dynamics within the existing Irish labour market.  

With unemployment falling to 5.6%, there is now considerable speculation that we are about 

to the see the concept of “full employment” realised here in Ireland by the end of this year. 

Implicit in this is that we would expect to see very strong wage growth across sectors. 

Despite very strong employment growth of 3% last year and forecast to be of the order of 

2.5% this year, we are not seeing any evidence of runaway wage inflation across the Irish 

economy, nor we do we in SIPTU expect to see such a trend over the medium term. Wage 
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growth in excess of 5% is currently confined to a small number of employment sectors. There 

were only three sectors that fell into that category in 2018; mining and quarrying, 

construction and ICT and while there are significant labour shortages in some of these 

sectors, we are not seeing that translated into generalised major wage hikes. 

Instead, there is evidence to believe that wages in some sectors are “sticky” and that labour 

market slack is a contributory factor to relatively modest average wage growth across the 

Irish economy.  

Despite falling numbers in part time work which is consistent with our expectation of strong 

employment growth, we see that the numbers declaring themselves as part time 

underemployed remains stubbornly high. The numbers classified as part time 

underemployed in the CSO’s labour force survey averaged 115,600 last year. This was an 

increase of over 10,000 on the previous year and bucked the downward trend of 2016 and 

2017. We have reason to believe this is due to the structure of employment in certain 

workplaces- conditions that would be defined as precarious by many. In these 

circumstances, individual worker bargaining power is very weak with workers offered less 

hours than is contracted or sought. 

We also point to the low wage or minimum wage traps that a number of workers find 

themselves in. The 2018 Low Pay Commission report highlights that as per the data from the 

CSO’s labour force survey, over one fifth (21.6%) on those on the NMW have been in their 

current job for 4 or more years. This suggests that there is no wage progression for these 

workers beyond the wage floor set by the State. It goes against any expectation of a 

temporary or labour market entry wage floor and it means that this cohort of workers are 

solely reliant on the decisions taken by the Low Pay Commission.  

The other key factor relates to the high incidence of the NMW being paid in certain 

employment sectors. Again we know from CSO labour force survey data that over half of 

those earning the NMW or the sub rates below it are employed in the “accommodation and 

food service” sector. Hospitality is a highly fragmented sector with a large number of very 

small operators, however from our own internal work in SIPTU on profitability of the bigger 

and smaller operations in the sector, we believe there is not a strong correlation between 
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profitability and the rate of wage paid within this sector. We believe this is an area ripe for 

research by the Low Pay Commission and others. 

 

The second key reason SIPTU believes the rate needs to increase to €10.20 per hour relates 

to the unacceptable levels of in-work poverty and deprivation in Irish workplaces.  

Extensive work by colleagues in Social Justice Ireland have consistently highlighted the high 

share of those at work who are at-risk of poverty. EU SILC data for 2017 shows that 18.8% of 

those whose primary economic status is at work had incomes below 60% of the median adult 

income at a particular point in time. This high rate is not acceptable. Tackling in-work poverty 

depends on a number of actions involving changes to our social welfare system, tax system 

and minimum pay so the decisions taken by the Low Pay Commission are only one part of 

the jigsaw, but a very important one nonetheless. 

 

Our third key reason relates to the affordability of a minimum wage increase for employers.  

It is important for us to say here that in all our dealings with employers, through times, good 

and bad, that affordability of wage changes is an important feature of any wage negotiation 

in order to protect and sustain workers’ jobs. So it is in that context that we highlight the 

thriving profitability in those sectors where a large share of workers are paid the minimum 

wage. Work undertaken by my colleagues in NERI and ICTU based on the CSO’s institutional 

sector accounts points to very substantial increases in trading profits within the 

accommodation and food services sector based on the latest available data for 2015 and 

2016. Adjusted profits rose by 36.9% in 2015 and again by 24.3% in 2016. Data from the Crowe 

Howarth 2018 report on the hotel sector suggests that this increase in profitability has 

continued, with 2018 marking the seventh consecutive year of growth in turnover with 

record profit levels, room occupancy levels, average room rates and occupancy level 

recorded across all regions in the hotel industry. 

I want to conclude by saying that movements in the rate of the NMW have an important 

influence on the broader low paid sector. While there is relatively small share of workers who 

earn the NMW, there is a much larger cohort who can be classified as low paid. Their pay is 
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frequently set at a premium marginally above the minimum wage- in effect by way of an 

efficiency wage. Within negotiated pay arrangements such as an employment regulation 

order which is provided for in the 2012 Industrial Relations Amendment act, we have to take 

due note of the prevailing minimum wage when making our case. 

We urge the Low Pay Commission to not settle at the round figure of €10 but to raise the 

rate to €10.20 as per the ICTU recommendation. We believe we have made a strong 

argument here to support such a rise on the grounds of affordability, as an anti in-work 

deprivation measure and because of the numbers of workers who remain trapped on the 

wage floor. 

I want to introduce my two colleagues now, who will discuss what it means to live and 

depend on low pay, the challenge of the cost of living and the contrasting experiences of 

negotiated pay arrangements in either sector. 

Linda Hoolma is a chef here on the WIT campus and works in a WIT subsidiary called Novus. 

She is also a SIPTU worker representative in her workplace. 

John Cotters works for OCS security. His experience is somewhat different in that he benefits 

from the employment regulation order that exists in the security sector. We believe this is 

important to demonstrate as security was among a number of low paid sectors 

recommended to Government that were appropriate for a joint labour committee. Of the six, 

to date only two exist- one in security and one in contract cleaning. In the other sectors, 

employers have refused to come to the table. In the absence of this, the NMW assumes a 

great importance in that it is only wage set for many workers in these particular sectors such 

as hospitality, retail and wholesale. 
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